Taking notes on 3 x 5 cards

Topics:
- **Background** ("pre-notability" - childhood, family, etc.)
- **Education** - where did they go, what did they learn or train to be
- **Historical context** (what was going on in the world at the time of your notable’s life)
- **Influences** (circumstances, people)
- **Obstacles** (tough times, adversity)
- **Accomplishments** (what your notable person did to make the world a better place) This should be the bulk of your speech!!!!!!
- **Impact of accomplishments** (How did your notable person’s accomplishments change the world for the better)
- **Other** (specific to your person)

**Topic (taken from the above list)**

1. **Background**, pgs. 51-54

   - born in 1713
   - told stories to other boys in town
   - liked to listen to church bells
   - born on island of Majorca
   - had a happy childhood

2. **Background**, pg. 935

   - born in village of Petra ON Majorca
   - November 24 - born
   - peasant surroundings - probably not much $$$

*Information is organized with bullets (or numbers)*

Line separates info. from different sources

*ALL INFO. IS IN YOUR OWN WORDS!!!!!!*